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Office Action Summary

Application No.

09/913,383

Applicant(s)

HARADA ET AL

Examiner

George Eng

Art Unit

2643

is/are withdrawn from consideration.
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Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1 .136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.
- tf NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1 .704(b).

Status

1 )I3 Responsive to communication(s) filed on 09 July 2004 ,

2a)D This action is FINAL. 2b)l3 This action is non-final.

3)D Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quay/e, 1 935 CD. 1 1 , 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)H Claim(s) 1-25 is/are pending in the application

4a) Of the above claim(s)

5)D Claim(s) is/are allowed.

6)E3 Claim(s) 7-25 is/are rejected.

7)D Claim(s) is/are objected to.

8)D Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)D The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)D The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)D accepted or b)D objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

1 1)D The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)D Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).

a)D All b)D Some * c)D None of:

1. Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No

3.Q Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1 ) [3 Notice of References Cited (PTO-892)

2) Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948)

3) Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08)
Paper No(s)/Mail Date .

4)d Interview Summary(PTO-4 13)

Paper No(s)/Mail Date. .

5) Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-1 52)

6) Other: .

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 1-04) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20041211
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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR LI14

1. A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in

37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is

eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1 . 1 14, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1 .17(e)

has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to

37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submission filed on 7/9/2004 has been entered.

Response to Amendment

2. This Office action is in response to the amendment filed 6/9/2004.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

4. Claims 1-3 and 6-25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Kaminura (JP 07-154761A) in view of Watanabe et al. (US PAT. 6,344,907 hereinafter

Watanabe).
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Regarding claim 1, Kaminura discloses a video output device comprising a camera (1,

figure 1) inherently comprising image pickup means for picking up a photogenic subject and

generating a pickup signal, and pickup signal processing means for processing the pickup signal

and outputting a pickup image signal, processing means (3, figure 2) which subjects the pickup

image signal to an image modification processing to produce a modified image signal for protect

a portrait right, image signal selection means (2, figure 1) for selecting one of the pickup image

signal from the pickup signal processing means and a modified image signal form the image

modification means depending upon a switch control part (32, figure 2), and communication

means (5, figure 1) for transmitting an output image form the image signal selection means

(abstract and detailed description). Note while Kaminura teaches the image modification

processing for changing the degree of processing the original image so as not to correctly

discriminate the original image (abstract). It recognizes to apply different image modifications

including one or more of defocusing processing, deforming processing, resolution reducing

processing, tone resolution processing, diffusing image processing, transverse blurring

processing, and contour extracting processing. Kaminura differs from the claimed invention in

not specifically teaching processing means including a microprocessor for executing an image

modification program for implementing one or more image modification processing techniques.

However, Watanabe teaches an image modification apparatus comprising a processing means

including a microprocessor (20, figure 2) for executing a program stored in a memory (25, figure

2) to implement one or more image modification processing techniques (col. 14 line 40 through

col. 15 line 61), in order to obtain a modified image with comparative ease. Therefore, it would

have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to
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modify Kaminura in having the microprocessor for executing the image modification program

for implementing one or more image modification processing techniques, as per teaching of

Watanabe, in order to obtain a modified image with comparative ease.

Regarding claims 2-3, Kaminura teaches to select and output the modified image signal

form the image modification processing means based on instruction of the switch control part,

which the switch control part is being controlled by an originating party, i.e., a calling party

(abstract) so that it recognizes the video output device being capable of outputting the modified

image signal from the image modification processing means at a time of staring communication

and outputting the image signal from the pickup signal processing means in response to

confirmation of called party (detailed description).

Regarding claims 6-7, Kaminura teaches to perform a resolution reducing processing for

reducing a resolution of the pickup image signal (abstract).

Regarding claim 8, Kaminura discloses a video output device comprising a camera (1,

figure 1) inherently comprising image pickup means for picking up a photogenic subject and

generating a pickup signal, and pickup signal processing means for processing the pickup signal

and outputting a pickup image signal, image modification processing means (3, figure 2) which

subjects the pickup image signal to an image modification processing for protect a portrait right,

image signal selection means (2, figure 1) for selecting one of the pickup image signal from the

pickup signal processing means and a modified image signal form the image modification means

depending upon a switch control part (32, figure 2), and communication means (5, figure 1) for

transmitting an output image form the image signal selection means (abstract and detailed

description). Note while Kaminura teaches the image modification processing for changing the
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degree of processing the original image so as not to correctly discriminate the original image

(abstract). It recognizes to apply different image modifications including one or more of

defocusing processing, deforming processing, resolution reducing processing, tone resolution

processing, diffusing image processing, transverse blurring processing, and contour extracting

processing in order to make user friendly in providing variety image modifications processes to

protect the privacy of the image pickup object. Kaminura differs from the claimed invention in

not specifically teaching image modification processing means for executing an image

modification program for implementing one or more image modification processing techniques.

However, Watanabe teaches an image modification apparatus comprising a processing means

including a microprocessor (20, figure 2) for executing a program stored in a memory (25, figure

2) to implement one or more image modification processing techniques (col. 14 line 40 through

col. 15 line 61), in order to obtain a modified image with comparative ease. Therefore, it would

have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

modify Kaminura in having the image modification processing means for executing the image

modification program for implementing one or more image modification processing techniques,

as per teaching of Watanabe, in order to obtain a modified image with comparative ease.

Regarding claims 9-10, the limitations of the claims are rejected as the same reasons set

forth in claims 2-3.

Regarding claim 11, Kaminura discloses a video output device comprising a camera (1,

figure 1) inherently comprising image pickup means for picking up a photogenic subject and

generating a pickup signal, and pickup signal processing means for processing the pickup signal

and outputting a pickup image signal, image modification processing means (3, figure 2) which
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subjects the pickup image signal to an image modification processing for protect a portrait right,

image signal selection means (2, figure 1) for selecting one of the pickup image signal from the

pickup signal processing means and a modified image signal form the image modification means

depending upon a switch control part (32, figure 2), and communication means (5, figure 1) for

transmitting an output image form the image signal selection means (abstract and detailed

description). Note while Kaminura teaches the image modification processing for changing the

degree of processing the original image so as not to correctly discriminate the original image

(abstract) so that it recognizes the image modifications process for placing an image based on the

pickup image signal in a defocused state in order to protect the privacy of the image pickup

object. Kaminura differs from the claimed invention in not specifically teaching image

modification processing means for executing an image modification program for implementing

one or more image modification processing techniques. However, Watanabe teaches an image

modification apparatus comprising a processing means including a microprocessor (20, figure 2)

for executing a program stored in a memory (25, figure 2) to implement one or more image

modification processing techniques (col. 14 line 40 through col. 15 line 61), in order to obtain a

modified image with comparative ease. Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Kaminura in having the

image modification processing means for executing the image modification program for

implementing one or more image modification processing techniques, as per teaching of

Watanabe, in order to obtain a modified image with comparative ease.

Regarding claims 12-13, the limitations of the claims are rejected as the same reasons set

forth in claims 2-3.
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Regarding claim 14, Kaminura discloses a video output device comprising a camera (1,

figure 1) inherently comprising image pickup means for picking up a photogenic subject and

generating a pickup signal, and pickup signal processing means for processing the pickup signal

and outputting a pickup image signal, image modification processing means (3, figure 2) which

subjects the pickup image signal to an image modification processing for protect a portrait right,

image signal selection means (2, figure 1) for selecting one of the pickup image signal from the

pickup signal processing means and a modified image signal form the image modification means

depending upon a switch control part (32, figure 2), and communication means (5, figure 1) for

transmitting an output image form the image signal selection means (abstract and detailed

description). Note while Kaminura teaches the image modification processing for changing the

degree of processing the original image so as not to correctly discriminate the original image

(abstract) so that it recognizes the image modifications process for converting two dimensional

position information of pixels in the pickup image signal at an arbitrary ratio in order to protect

the privacy of the image pickup object. Kaminura differs from the claimed invention in not

specifically teaching image modification processing means for executing an image modification

program for implementing one or more image modification processing techniques. However,

Watanabe teaches an image modification apparatus comprising a processing means including a

microprocessor (20, figure 2) for executing a program stored in a memory (25, figure 2) to

implement one or more image modification processing techniques (col. 14 line 40 through col.

15 line 61), in order to obtain a modified image with comparative ease. Therefore, it would have

been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify

Kaminura in having the image modification processing means for executing the image
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modification program for implementing one or more image modification processing techniques,

as per teaching of Watanabe, in order to obtain a modified image with comparative ease.

Regarding claims 15-16, the limitations of the claims are rejected as the same reasons set

forth in claims 2-3.

Regarding claim 17, Kaminura discloses a video output device comprising a camera (1,

figure 1) inherently comprising image pickup means for picking up a photogenic subject and

generating a pickup signal, and pickup signal processing means for processing the pickup signal

and outputting a pickup image signal, image modification processing means (3, figure 2) which

subjects the pickup image signal to an image modification processing for protect a portrait right,

image signal selection means (2, figure 1) for selecting one of the pickup image signal from the

pickup signal processing means and a modified image signal form the image modification means

depending upon a switch control part (32, figure 2), and communication means (5, figure 1) for

transmitting an output image form the image signal selection means (abstract and detailed

description). Note while Kaminura teaches the image modification processing for changing the

degree of processing the original image so as not to correctly discriminate the original image

(abstract) so that it recognizes the image modifications process for reducing a resolution of the

pickup image signal in order to protect the privacy of the image pickup object. Kaminura differs

from the claimed invention in not specifically teaching image modification processing means for

executing an image modification program for implementing one or more image modification

processing techniques. However, Watanabe teaches an image modification apparatus comprising

a processing means including a microprocessor (20, figure 2) for executing a program stored in a

memory (25, figure 2) to implement one or more image modification processing techniques (col.
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14 line 40 through col 15 line 61), in order to obtain a modified image with comparative ease.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Kaminura in having the image modification processing means for

executing the image modification program for implementing one or more image modification

processing techniques, as per teaching of Watanabe, in order to obtain a modified image with

comparative ease.

Regarding claims 18-19, the limitations of the claims are rejected as the same reasons set

forth in claims 2-3.

Regarding claim 20, Kaminura discloses a video output device comprising a camera (1,

figure 1) inherently comprising image pickup means for picking up a photogenic subject and

generating a pickup signal, and pickup signal processing means for processing the pickup signal

and outputting a pickup image signal, image modification processing means (3, figure 2) which

subjects the pickup image signal to an image modification processing for protect a portrait right,

image signal selection means (2, figure 1) for selecting one of the pickup image signal from the

pickup signal processing means and a modified image signal form the image modification means

depending upon a switch control part (32, figure 2), and communication means (5, figure 1) for

transmitting an output image form the image signal selection means (abstract and detailed

description). Note while Kaminura teaches the image modification processing for changing the

degree of processing the original image so as not to correctly discriminate the original image

(abstract) so that it recognizes the image modifications process for reducing a tone resolution of

the pickup image signal in order to protect the privacy of the image pickup object. Kaminura

differs from the claimed invention in not specifically teaching image modification processing
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means for executing an image modification program for implementing one or more image

modification processing techniques. However, Watanabe teaches an image modification

apparatus comprising a processing means including a microprocessor (20, figure 2) for executing

a program stored in a memory (25, figure 2) to implement one or more image modification

processing techniques (col 14 line 40 through col. 15 line 61), in order to obtain a modified

image with comparative ease. Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Kaminura in having the image

modification processing means for executing the image modification program for implementing

one or more image modification processing techniques, as per teaching of Watanabe, in order to

obtain a modified image with comparative ease.

Regarding claims 21-22, the limitations of the claims are rejected as the same reasons set

forth in claims 2-3.

Regarding claims 23-25, Kaminura teaches the control section (3, figure 2) for

controlling a switching control section (32, figure 2) to perform image modification processing

so that the control section obviously including a multipurpose CPU or a digital signal processing

in order to control the switch control section to perform image modification processing.

5. Claims 4-5 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kaminura (JP

07- 154761A) in view of Watanabe et al. (US PAT. 6,344,907 hereinafter Watanabe) as applied

in claim 1 above, and further in view of Hiroaki (US PAT. 5,786,846).

Regarding claims 4-5, the combination of Kaminura and Watanabe differs from the

claimed invention in not specifically teaching to perform a defocusing processing for placing an
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image based on the image pickup image signal in a defocused state or to perform a deforming

processing for converting two-dimensional for converting two-dimensional positional

information of pixels in the pickup image signal at an arbitrary ratio. However, Hiroaki teaches a

video processing for indicating user's deviation capable to perform deforming processing or

defocusing processing (i.e., enlarging/reducing image size, cutting display part, changing

brightness or hue of color), thereby improves security and protects privacy. Therefore, it would

have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in .the art at the time the invention was made to

modify the combination of Kaminura and Watanabe in performing the defocusing processing, as

well as the deforming processing, as per teaching of Hirokai, because it improves security and

protects privacy.

Response to Arguments

6. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-25 have been considered but are moot in

view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Conclusion

7. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to George Eng whose telephone number is 703-308-9555. The

examiner can normally be reached on Tue-Fri 7:30 AM-6:00 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Curtis A. Kuntz can be reached on 703-305-4708. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

George Eng

Primary Examiner

Art Unit 2643


